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1. Please see Attachment, filed under seal. 

RESPONSE:     

Please see the response filed under seal as part of the Preface of USPS-

RM2019-14/NP2. 
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2. Please see Attachment, filed under seal. 

RESPONSE:     

Please see the response filed under seal as part of the Preface of USPS-

RM2019-14/NP2. 
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3. Please refer to Petition, Proposal Eight at 3. 

a. Please explain the basis for the assumption that the entry profile of 
Non-machinable DSCF 3-Digit is identical to that of Machinable DSCF 
3-Digit. 

b. The Postal Service states that “[a]fter the mail is entered at the DSCF, the 
mail pieces are sorted to the delivery unit level in automation or manual 
operations.  The mail is then dispatched to the delivery units, where it is 

sorted to the carrier route level in a manual incoming secondary 
operation.”  Id. 

i. Please estimate the portion of Machinable DSCF 3-Digit mailpieces 
that are sorted in manual operations. 

ii. Please confirm that the portion of Machinable DSCF 3-Digit 
mailpieces that are sorted in manual operations should incur higher 
costs than the portion that are sorted in automation.  If not 
confirmed, please explain. 

 

RESPONSE:     

a. The mail arrival profile for machinable DSCF 5-digit presort mail can be found 

in row 11 in the 'Mail Arrival Profile' worksheet in the USPS-FY18-NP15.PROP8.xlsx' 

file.  This entry profile was calculated using data that were collected from postage 

statements and plant verified drop ship documents, and indicates that over 87 percent 

of this mail is entered in 5-digit presort sacks that are shrink wrapped onto pallets.   

The nonmachinable DSCF 3-digit presort arrival profile can be found in row 17 in 

the 'Mail Arrival Profile' worksheet and was calculated using data that were collected 

from the same sources.  In contrast to the 5-digit presort profile, the 3-digit profile 

indicates that 100 percent of the mail is entered as loose mail pieces on pallets.   

It is logical to assume that 5-digit presort groupings would be smaller in volume 

and more likely to be entered in sacks when compared to 3-digit presort groupings.  The 
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mail flow worksheet that is being added to the mail processing cost model as part of 

Proposal Eight concerns 3-digit presort mail pieces only.  In the absence of any actual 

entry profile data, the nonmachinable DSCF 3-digit entry profile was determined to be 

the best proxy for this mail. 

b(i). Coverage factors are used to estimate the percentage of destinating mail 

that is processed in automated package processing system (APPS), automated parcel 

and bundle sorter (APBS) / linear integrated parcel sorter (LIPS), and manual 

operations at plants for all applicable machinable Parcel Select price categories.  These 

coverage factors are updated annually and reflect the percentage of origin destination 

information system (ODIS) volume by sectional center facility (SCF) that has access to 

the various equipment.  The manual coverage factor can be found in cell B32 in the 

'Other Inputs' worksheet in the USPS-FY18-NP15.PROP8.xlsx file and is 10.778 

percent. The percentage of Machinable DSCF 3-Digit mailpieces at facilities with sorting 

equipment that are manually sorted is not available.  

The model currently assumes that 100 percent of Parcel Select mail is sorted 

manually to the carrier route level at delivery units.  Currently, the Postal Service has 

deployed a handful of automated delivery unit sorters (ADUS) to delivery units.  These 

machines can be used to sort parcels to the carrier route level.  At some point in the 

future, after additional machines have been deployed, the Postal Service may propose 

parcel mail processing cost model adjustments that reflect ADUS processing. 
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b(ii). Generally speaking, this statement can be confirmed.  However, current 

postal operations rely on a combination of APPS, APBS/LIPS, and manual operations to 

process the mail.  The APPS and APBS can both perform well over 100 separations.  If 

these machines were to be removed from the postal network, the amount of space 

required to perform the same separations in manual operations would be larger, and 

additional manual separations would be required.  These changes would likely result in 

lower manual productivity values which would increase processing costs when 

compared to the current operational mix.  However, given the current state of 

operations, the proposed DSCF 3-digit machinable mail flow worksheet does reflect that 

the cost per operation for a manual sort is greater than that for a sort performed on the 

APPS or APBS/LIPS. 
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4. Please refer to Petition, Proposal Eight at 14, where the Postal Service states 

that “[t]he NMO mail processing unit cost estimates for RSCF and RDU 
increased roughly 24 percent and 9 percent, respectively.  The oversize mail 

processing unit cost estimates for RSCF and RDU increased roughly 59 percent 
and 45 percent, respectively.”  Please discuss the factors that cause the 
significant increases in the referenced unit cost estimates. 

 

RESPONSE:     

The cost estimates that were previously contained in the Parcel Select / Parcel 

Return Service mail processing cost model were developed using proxy input data.  The 

cost estimates in the Proposal Eight version of this cost model were developed using 

data that were collected during field observations.  In addition, the processing methods 

have changed over time.   

It is insightful to look at a model cost breakdown by task for these four price 

categories.  Narrative summaries are provided below, and actual cost breakdown tables 

for the Docket No. ACR2018 and Proposal Eight versions of the cost model are 

provided under seal in USPS-RM2019-14/NP2 in the 'ChIR.1.Q4.xlsx' file.  

Container Movement:  The container movement tasks are responsible for the 

largest increase in the model cost estimates for both RSCF and RDU.  The previous 

versions of the RSCF mail flow worksheets assumed that PRS mail pieces were sorted 

into all-purpose containers (APC) dedicated to each returns agent.  Field observations 

have confirmed that RSCF mail pieces are now sorted into pallet boxes.  The previous 

version of the cost model did not contain costs related to setting up, opening, and 

closing pallet boxes.  In addition, the costs required to move pallet boxes are generally 
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greater than the costs required to move rolling stock because pallet jacks or forklifts 

must be used to facilitate that process.  Previous versions of the SCF mail flow 

worksheets also did not include a cost estimate for moving PRS rolling stock to the 

RSCF processing area after these containers arrive from delivery units.  This task has 

been added to the cost model. 

Previous versions of the RDU mail flow worksheets did not contain any container 

movement tasks whatsoever.  The Proposal Eight version of the cost model now 

contains cost estimates for moving the PRS containers to the RDU processing areas 

within the delivery units. 

Scan and Sort:  The impact to the scan and sort costs varied by price category.  

The scan and sort costs for the RSCF nonmachinable and RDU nonmachinable price 

categories decreased slightly because the lower costs for scanning/sorting the mail to 

the returns agent level offset the increase to the "prepaid acceptance" and "tender to 

returns agents" scanning costs. 

However, the scan and sort costs for the RSCF oversize and RDU oversize price 

categories increased.  This result occurred because the increase to the scanning costs 

were not offset by the lower costs for scanning/sorting the mail to the returns agent 

level, due to the additional "oversize" scan requirement. 
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Dispatch Log Book Entry: In previous versions of the model, there were no 

cost estimates for the dispatch log book entry task.  Consequently, the Proposal Eight 

RSCF and RDU cost estimates include additional costs to cover this task. 

Postage Due:  The postage due cost estimates are developed using the same 

methodology that was used in previous versions of the cost model.  This task did not 

contribute to the increase in costs for RSCF or RDU. 

 

It should be noted that the model cost increases for these four price categories 

were mitigated to an extent by the fact that the Cost and Revenue Analysis (CRA) 

proportional adjustment factor decreased as a result of the proposed cost model 

changes. 
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5. Please see Attachment, filed under seal. 

 

RESPONSE:     

Please see the response filed under seal as part of the Preface of USPS-

RM2019-14/NP2. 

 


